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With our immense pleasure, humility, and expectation, we celebrate the launch of *Gene & Protein in Disease* (GPD) with this inaugural issue. Together with Dr. Xinying Ji, the Managing Editor, and the entire Editorial Team, we are honored and privileged to extend a very warm welcome to the readership of GPD. We would like to appreciate the valuable contributions from our prospective authors, editors, anonymous reviewers, and AccScience Publishing, which have made the launch of GPD possible.

GPD primarily covers research on the complex interplay between genes, environments, and behavior utilizing multiple levels of analysis, for example, genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, glycomics, lipidomics, metabolomics, and microbiome study, with advanced techniques both in vivo and in vitro, for example, genetics, epigenetics, genetic editing, molecular, cellular, tissue, animal model, and bioinformatics approaches.

The topics of GPD include but not limited to cancer, congenital disease, birth defect, rare disease, single and complex diseases, aging, chronic diseases, cognitive development and dementia, as well as human health conditions ranging from health to suboptimal health and illness at individual and community/population levels from the perspectives of preventive, predicative, and personalized/precision medicine.

The spectrum of GPD also covers the topics on both the basic and translational sciences with the aim to advance gene editing, stem cell therapy, medical engineering, and treatment of diseases by exploring genetic susceptibility, pathogenesis, and mechanisms of the disease development.

GPD welcomes contributions which demonstrate practical usefulness, particularly research that takes a multidisciplinary approach and addresses the real-world challenges of the human health conditions that are complex in prevention, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, and rehabilitation.

GPD provides an ideal forum for exchanging the most updated research progress in various formats: Original article, review, meta-analysis, case study, and perspective article on scientific breakthroughs. We might consider adding new formats in the future. The first issue is the best example of GPD: Publishing both hypothesis-driven and hypothesis-generating articles conforming to the strict ethical processes and international standards expected by the clinicians, scientists, health professionals, and medical-life science students.

GPD is published quarterly. It commits to publish all the manuscripts which receive a high priority recommendation during the review process, while those receiving less priority will be considered for publication on a case-by-case basis. Manuscripts accepted will be published online as soon as their acceptance, reflecting GPD’s commitment to publish all the manuscripts immediately after the peer review process and acceptance.
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Being the founding Editors-in-Chief, we welcome your manuscripts which reflect the state of the art on your research progress, and meanwhile encourage you to recommend GPD to your library for their valuable collection.

We are confident that with your invaluable supports, and your scholarly novelty and ideas, GPD will become an indispensable, highly and widely respected equitable platform for publishing transdisciplinary research. We also believe that the growing number of publications in GPD will eventually be able to cater to the wide multidisciplinary readership.

Please do not hesitate to address your questions, suggestions, or concerns to editor.gpd@accscience.com.
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